Tailored Solutions for Your Domain Portfolio

In today’s complex domain environment, brand owners must make critical decisions to secure and protect valuable trademarks online, while staying impactful and combating ever-evolving forms of abuse. MarkMonitor combines leading technology with deep expertise and decades of knowledge to help companies stay ahead of industry changes and make timely, informed decisions. Maximize your domain investments using intelligent solutions that provide visibility and insights for effectively managing your global domain portfolio.

A Lineup of Dedicated Solutions

**Domain Management Features**

- **COMPREHENSIVE**
  - Cost-effective, enterprise-wide domain management to secure registrations across gTLDs, new gTLDs and ccTLDs
  - Intuitive portal for centrally managing domains, DNS and SSL certificates
  - Flexible interface allows for individualized permissions, automation, reporting and more
  - Intelligence-driven technology automates smart, data-driven decisions

- **ADVANCED SECURITY**
  - Multi-layer security approach trusted by the most highly trafficked websites
  - Industry-first security features, including registry locking and two-factor authentication
  - Mission-critical domain security combines maximum domain renewal periods with advanced locking
  - Rest API, Single Sign On and Domain Mobile App for secure options to manage portfolios

- **TRUSTED EXPERTISE**
  - Highly-trained service team with a near-perfect customer satisfaction rating
  - Comprehensive suite of strategic consulting services empower you to make informed decisions
  - Outspoken advocates, protecting your brand through powerful industry relationships
  - Nearly 20 years of experience managing corporate portfolios

**Contact us today.**
800.745.9229 (U.S.) | +44 (0) 1978 528 370 (Europe)
markmonitor.com/domainmanagement